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A guide that shows painters, drawers, doodlers, and urban sketchers how to bring their drawings
to life with colorful, bold, yet accessible painting methods.COLOR YOUR LIFEBring new energy
to your sketches of urban scenes with this fresh and simple approach to watercolor painting.
Whether you’re an amateur artist, drawer, doodler, or sketcher, watercolor is a versatile
sketching medium that’s perfect for people on the go—much like pen or pencil. Accomplished
designer and illustrator Felix Scheinberger offers a solid foundation in color theory and
countless lessons on all aspects of watercolor sketching, including:Fundamentals like wet-on-
wet, glazes, and washesMaterials and supplies to bring on your travelsLittle-known tips and
tricks, like painting when waterisn’t handy and seeking out inspirationVibrant watercolor
paintings grace each page, and light-hearted anecdotes (why do fish make great subjects to
paint, you may be wondering...) make this a lively guide to the medium. With an open mind and
sketchbook, you will be ready to capture the moments around you in luminous color with
confidence, creativity, and ease—no matter what your skill level may be.

“If you like urban bustle and disorganisation… you’ll love the book. It’s American, brash and
makes no concessions to sensitivity, happily accosting you and telling you how it is”– The
Artist About the AuthorFELIX SCHEINBERGER is an illustrator, artist, and designer. He is the
author and illustrator of two other books on watercolors andhas illustrated more than fifty
children’s books in the last decade. His work has appeared in magazines including Harvard
Business Manager and Psychology Today. He lives in Berlin, Germany.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.WATERCOLORS—IN OR OUT?When we think of watercolor,
many of us immediately picture sentimental landscapes and paintings of ruins and picturesque
scenes. Although eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English artists established watercolor as a
sophisticated painting medium, it often yields strangely negative reactions from contemporary
artists. An entire generation quickly relegates it to a hobbyist’s medium.Yet watercolor is far more
than an amateur’s medium, as it requires intense concentration and practice. Once it’s put on
paper, mistakes are difficult to remedy, and only when it is applied with confidence does it have
a truly successful effect. Watercolor involves a certain degree of uncertainty, but it also teaches
us to see. Watercolor was the first technique to free the artist from the studio because it could
easily be taken outdoors. It required no tubes, easels, canvases, or similar implements, only a
box of paints and paper. Even today, watercolor is a tool that frees us from the studio, our
laptops, and countless charging cables. Watercolor is, however, not just a technique; it is almost
an attitude. Watercolor always does what it wants. In a way, it is willful and anarchical. Therefore,
for me, the secret to using watercolor to create pic-tures lies in striking a balance between
control and letting go. Pictures are often only “really good” when they surprise us—when they



reveal what we sensed and felt, but could not have consciously expressed. If we sacrifice the
right amount of control in the artistic process, watercolor’s inherent qualities begin to work to our
advantage. This book has two goals: to teach you watercolor techniques and to tell you
something about color.However, it does not aim to explain, for example, how you can paint a
certain sky in four steps. I seriously doubt whether readers learn more from such instruction
books than they do by actually painting that sky. What if the sky should suddenly cloud over?
Instead, this book wishes to show you the basic principles of watercolor paints, so you can
flexibly apply them to whatever you want to achieve. I imagine it’s a little like learning chords on a
guitar. For me, it seems important that you learn the finger-ings, but what song you play is up to
you. And don’t worry, everything that we need to know about color can be learned with a simple
box of paints.Whether watercolor painting is sophisticated and legit-imate or not isn’t the point.
Watercolor can go anywhere. It is an autonomous, free, and creative medium. It makes the world
our studio.Yours truly, Felix ScheinbergerRead more
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Cathy Rankin, “Excellent resource for beginners. For me, as a beginning sketcher and
watercolor fan, this book has much to offer. The subjects covered are many. The artwork is
motivating and the instructions are clear. Highly recommend”

Seattle Sue, “Brazenly Busy, Fun and Not Just Techniques. TABLE OF
CONTENTSINTROWatercolors—In or Out?A Painting for the EmperorGum Arabic: Where the
Watercolors GrowPigments: The Stuff That Dreams Are Made OfYellow and Orange: Of Camels
and CrocusesRed and Purple: Of Bugs and SnailsBlue: Of Lapis Lazuli, Indigo, and
WoadGreen: Of Plants and PoisonIntroducing Color to Sketches:We’re Not in Kansas
AnymoreFIRST ATTEMPTSMultiple Choice: To Design Is to DecideFrom Dusk till Dawn:
Shadows and LightBlack Is Back: Glazing with India InkLayer for Layer: The GlazeMixing Colors
with GlazesFish Soup: Practicing the GlazeThe Wash: The Paint Does as It Pleases!On the Run:
Graded Wash TechniquesOnce More, with Feeling!: WashesIt’s a Give and Take: Applying and
Removing PaintWet-on-WetCombining Techniques: A Little Bit of This and ThatEXCURSION IN
COLOR THEORYWhere Do Colors Come From?:The Simple ScienceArranging
ColorsOpposites Attract: Color ContrastsFrom South Park to Stoplights: Types of ColorTrue
Color: The Effect of LightEvery Color Tells a Story: Intensifying Your SketchesIt’s All Relative:
The Effects of ColorsColor Harmonies: Simple and ComplexAnalogous, Monochromatic, and
Complementary HarmoniesTriadic and Tetradic HarmoniesCool-Cool and Warm-Warm
HarmoniesCollecting ColorsDesigning Color Harmonies: Working with Color Code StripsGetting
Out of Your Color Comfort ZoneThe Blue Ridge Mountains: Color and PerspectiveYOUR OWN
STYLELess Is MoreMe, Myself, and I: Finding Your Own StyleStyle and CreativityThrowing
Down: Loosening Up Your PaintingSeek Not and You Shall Find: Imagination vs. InternetMake It
MatterPrioritiesBASICS / TOOLSPaintboxesWatercolor PencilsBuying PaintsMixing
PaintsImpossible Hues: Bright ColorsPimping Watercolors: Making Colors PopLiquid
Watercolors: Bright Now, Pale LaterInto the Wild: BrushesEven More BrushesPaperThe
Permanent Wave: Stretching PaperThe Contents of My BagOUT & ABOUTBad Weather:
Painting OutdoorsThe Other Viewpoint: Changing PerspectivePainting WaterAir, Fog,
SmokeSmog and AtmosphereWhat Is Beauty Anyway?TIPS & TRICKSComposition and
DesignSmudges and SpotsPainting What’s Not There: Negative SpaceWhite: A Special
CaseStudies, Sketches, and DraftsUndoMerging Colors: Working from One ColorWorking with
Colored PaperSpecial EffectsLettering and WritingLayouts, Scribbles, and
StoryboardsWatercolor IllustrationsHow Much Is Your Picture Worth?Everything Ends: When Is
a Picture Finished?”

Dr. Robin Bentel, “MUCH MORE THAN A HOW TO.... Borrowed this book from painting friend
Merrilee, after she heard me saying I was curious about using pen n ink along w/watercolor.



When she handed it to me, it was in such a way I could see she so valued that book, and wanted
to make sure she got it back, handled gently. Well, couldn't have taken more than three minutes
later in the day to understand why that protective stance, book cradled close. This book is more
than wonderful. This author artist Felix has shared so very much of his knowledge of
watercolor, the tools, the pigments, techniques - amidst his iconic charming and oftimes
screamingly hilarious sketchy pen and ink expressions. He's a take it with you kinda guy, and
you see inside his travel depictions, into his brain and heart as well. I felt I was on an instructive
ride with an experienced teacher/mentor that was letting me get to know him, and see how his
personal being translated on ea page - black pen and ink w/watercolor fluorishes, subtle and
overt. After just two times of leafing through: Urban Watercolor Sketching, I nabbed a piece of
watercolor paper and several pens. Within just one and a half sittings at the table, I copied a
recent photo I shot while in N.Y. and drew the Statue of Liberty. Then quickly came the flying of
the brush adding the awakening of an image too little acknowledged these days! This book has
inspired me to carry on w/pen n' brush as partners in some of what I do.Dr. RB Marin County, Ca”

Lisa Huber, “The best book for finding your inner artist!. I originally saw this artist on Facebook. I
am reading/painting this book from cover to cover. What a wonderful artist/writer. He is so much
fun to read and to paint with. Especially through this pandemic, I have been working on things I
have always wanted to learn…this one is quick sketching…it starts with ink pens and wanders
through watercolors, watercolor pencils, colored pencils…I haven’t finished the book yet, but it is
what I do from 5:30 to 6:30 every morning. I have a wonderful sketchbook FULL of exciting
pieces that I have created while reading this book.”

Sonia N. Simone, “I love this book. This book is marvelous. I was looking for something on how
to approach drawing cityscapes (Marc Taro Holmes' Urban Sketcher is a bit more pragmatic on
that), but I find myself reading and rereading this one.Scheinberger has an amazing style, and
I've gotten a lot out of studying his sketches over and over again. He works in a very loose,
gestural style most of the time, so rather than getting precise "architectural" looking drawings, he
produces something much more personal. The way he then adds color is intriguing and also
very free.It's not truly a how-to, and a lot of the watercolor technical advice he does give can be
found in other places, but the in-depth look at his work and also at the way he thinks about art
are tremendous. This is one of the very small handful of books on sketching that I will hang on to.
(Mark Taro Holmes' book is another, as are the Bert Dodson books _Keys to Drawing_ and
_Keys to Drawing with Imagination_.)By the way, this book works fine in the Kindle format. I read
it on my Voyage, then often look at the images on my phone to get the effect of the color.”

Terrier Mom, “A wonderful book on all fronts. A wonderful book on all fronts. I thought I'd read it,
then realised there was so much more. That's because it's full to the brim with great tips. I'm not
a beginner - I've been sketching almost daily for four years - and I'm a confident sketcher, but I



still picked up millions of cool things from this book. Like, use alcohol when you're sketching sub-
zero (which I won't be) to stop your brush freezing. Or, don't do more than two layers of paint or
you risk losing transparency. Colour harmonies, explained very simply and with Felix' usual mad
pictures. Felix has single-handedly made a huge difference to my work: now I big up the colour
of everything I paint, rather than sticking to reality, as I used to. This is because I have found the
larger the colour hit, the more you feel like you're really there. What else...all the usual stuff like
the tools in his bag...how to stretch paper...just general brilliant things that he's picked up along
the way. Felix has also affected my line - I am straying further and further away from reality
(again) and further into my soul as a sketcher, which is in my opinion where we all want to go
anyway!Other than all that good stuff, it is the most beautiful book to look at. Felix' drawings are
so gorgeous and utterly unique and always full of colour. I have recommended it to everyone -
from fellow tutors to my students, and all the people online who ask me what to recommend.
Five stars!”

Sanjukta Sen, “Incredibly helpful, a work of art!. I absolutely LOVED this book. I have taken up
urban sketching recently and saw this book online, and the title intrigued me. While the book
itself has so much more to say than just about urban sketching, it was definitely helpful to
incorporate a lot of what I learnt (and I learnt SO much!) into my work. Scheinberger goes
through everything about watercolours from how they are created to patterns and textures to
being economical with colours - everything! Have read this book cover to cover, and I dip into it
occasionally to refresh my memory. The sketches are BEAUTIFUL - not a single photograph
which makes this entire book a work of art in its own merit. The photo attached was the first
urban sketch I did after about 20 pages in to the book. You can find more ink and wash urban
sketches if you follow me on instagram @sanjsketches”

Chris, “Excellent inspiration. This is not a how to paint book in the usual sense of having pictures
to copy and exercises to do, but I'm never convinced those books are that helpful anyway after a
certain point. This book is more a collection of techniques and ideas, many of which have
illustrations, but not step-by-step guides.My main issue with it is that I'm not sure where it wants
to be, it covers a lot of basic stuff about how watercolours are made and where pigments come
from that makes it seem quite beginner-ish but I think the techniques are probably a bit too
advanced for a beginner.Overall I enjoyed it though, lots of great ideas and I love the authors
illustrations, of which there are many. It has got me trying a lot of new things with my watercolors.”

pigsmayfly, “An Enjoyable Read and Informative.. Anyone that uses watercolour will enjoy
reading this. It is informative and Felix encourages you to work with a sense of freedom. A world
apart from the usual ‘how to’ books that waste many chapters on different kinds of paint and
umpteen colour wheels.”



Pacisse, “I really enjoy this book and keep dipping into it. I really enjoy this book and keep
dipping into it. Great on colour and the freshness of watercolour as a medium. He has a wild
drawing style which may not be for everyone, but it is beautifully produced and written - it's a joy
to read. Another reviewer mentions that he also touches lightly on the commercial side of being
an illustrator. Three 'lightbulb' moments for me in this book, you can't say better than that!
Incidentally, Felix, if you ever read this - I'm one of about 600 people doing an online sketching
course - we were given given an exercise of drawing a stack of books - several dozen
participants all over the world have drawn the cover of your book!”

The book by Connie Sheerin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 817 people have provided feedback.
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